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Introduction
The risk scenarios for the proper performance are
becoming increasingly greater for companies and
administrative institutions. Currently there are more and
more reports of serious IT security incidents in a wide
variety of companies and organizations.
These security incidents are caused by the progressive
digitization of our world and our lives and the associated
requirements and side effects, which are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changing business models
Criminal intentions (enrichtment, espionage)
Increasing complexity in the IT-infrastructure
Integration of mobile user and customers
Increasing networks of things (Internet of things)
Linking of business processes with production
(Industry 4.0)

In this more complex becoming environment an absolute
(100-percent) security isn’t reachable or the costs for it
would be unaffordable.
Introduction

Objective is to enable the best-possible security
for your own business model and for a fundable
price. OPSAM was developed as a solution for
that issue
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Technical basis of
OPSAM
OPSAM is a security framework based on Sharpcloud, a
decision empowerment software. OPSAM doesn’t
require any knowledge of any programming language.

This means that the security management system
"OPSAM" can also use the advantages of the "Decision
Empowerment System".

Sharpcloud is a data-driven-, strategic topdown-, visualisation- and communication
tool.

It enables users to bring Know-How and
content together and to create and manage
powerful presentations on complex topics.

Methods and procedures can thus be digitally
mapped and linked to company-specific
content.

Different models can be connected to each
other and access to individual model sections
can be controlled on a role-specific basis.

Technical basis for OPSAM
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Design benefits
Using SharpCloud as the base system has the following advantages for
OPSAM:
• Visualization-Tool:
Different graphic display options (graphic/diagram types) are
available for the various purposes, which can be selected by the
Security Manager itself.
• Data-driven:
Data and presentation are linked bidirectionally (additions and
changes in presentations also cause data changes). Data can be
modified and inserted in large data grids, in forms or in simple
editing windows.
• Strategic top-down:
Drilldowns and links with specific views can be defined for each
object (i.e. also for individual data records).
• Communication tool:
Users can be informed about changes to their subject areas at any
time (triggering with notification in the event of a data change).

Design benefits

• Knowhow:
All relevant methods and processes can be mapped with the
modelling elements and options available in SharpCloud.
• Content:
Data objects can be freely and easily defined and therefore any
information can be entered into the system. Data from third-party
systems can also be easily transferred to the system via the data
connection options. OPSAM already will be delivered with a
predefined reference model consisting of approx. 250
management components.

OPSAM sees itself as a security framework with
predefined content. It can be used immediately
or adapted to individual needs. Modifications
are also possible at any time after the system
has been implemented and there is no
software programming knowledge required for
these adjustments.
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Options for extensions
The Functionality of Sharpcloud enables a flexible
extension of the OPSAM-Framework.

Additional frameworks can also be created with
the software basis for similar tasks or OPSAM can
be easily expanded to include functionalities from
such supplementary methods and processes.

Portfoliomanagement

Agile Project-Management

Risk-Management

Governance Management System

Innovation-Management

Strategy Development and "Roadmapping"

Options for extensions
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OPSAM overview
The OPSAM security-managementsystem is organized according to the
GRC sections "Governance", "Risk
Management" and "Compliance".
These sections form the basis for
the actions of the management
("MANAGE Information Security")
with the available or to be
optimized "Management
Components".
These sections are managed in
OPSAM with the related data
objects and procedures for which
more than a hundred different
diagrams/models were defined.
These sections are described on the
following pages.

OPSAM Overview
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Governance
The importance of IT for successful
management makes it necessary for
corporate goals to be closely linked
with IT-Goals. Based on the
stakeholder requirements, the
company-goals of an organization
and the underlying framework
conditions are defined in this area.
The IT goals are then derived and
from this the security-related
control goals are determined for
security-management. This control
goals represent critical success
factors for the fulfilment of the
governance requirements and must
therefore be considered by the
management or the management
components.
Governance
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Governance (2)
Corporate goals, IT-goals and
control goals are organized within
OPSAM in a layer view with the
relevant relationships.
In the next step control goals will be
related to management-components. If management components
are missing or require enhancements then improvement-actions
are required, which are then to be
controlled in OPSAM via measure
management.

Figure top right:
View with specific corporate goals, ITgoals, control goals and relationships

Governance
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Risk-Management
The Risk-Management integrated in
OPSAM is based on ISO-31000 and
includes the well-known sub-phases from
“establishing context” to “risk
treatment”.
Included are the modelling objects risks,
threats, weaknesses, assets, riskcategories and necessary risk-minimizing
measures. The measures require
mapping to necessary management
components that need to be optimized or
implemented.
In OPSAM, risk modelling can be done
completely by using diagrams. The
relevant modelling objects can be
created there and related to other
objects.
Overall, the risk management in OPSAM
currently includes 26 diagrams in which
the various risk objects can be presented
and modelled in different ways and
linked to other objects.
Risk Management
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Risk- Management (2)
Figure top right:
Shows a chart of assets and risks and
related threats, vulnerabilities, and
default risk classes. Drilldowns to
individual risks are also possible.

Figure bottom right:
Shows which measures are assigned to a
risk on the one hand and which
combinations of processes, tools,
guidelines, organizational units and skills
are to be implemented/optimized by the
identified measure on the other hand.

Risk Management
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Compliance
The norms and standards on which
security management is based are
administered at the compliance area.
For the purposes of modelling and
management, the individual norms and
standards were broken down into their
individual components and, in some
cases, cross-referenced.
ISO 27001, BSI, NIST, Austrian Security
Manual, NIS and KSV Cyberriskrating are
currently supported.

Figure below:
Shows the NIS regulation broken down
into individual elements and the
relationships between the NIS categories
and the elements of other standards. This
representation shows the areas in which
individual regulations, norms and
standards overlap.

.

Compliance
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Compliance (2)
Figure below:
Shows a standard drilldown in OPSAM for the overview screen on the previous page. In the present case for the NIS category "03 security
architecture" with the corresponding elements from the security manual, NIST and ISO 27001.

Compliance
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MANAGE (information security)
Various procedures have been set up in
OPSAM for the various management
techniques and for the administration of
the supported norms and standards.

Figure below:
Representation of the NIS with references
to processes and tool categories.

The goal of these procedures is always to
optimize and/or implement the
management components that are
necessary within the organizations
(guidelines, processes, information, tools,
organizational units, skills and culture
elements, etc.).

OPSAM thus pursues a holistic
approach that aims to meet security
requirements through optimal
interaction of the management
components.
Without clear identification and
assignment of the management
components to the GRC fields, gaps
in security management would be a
logical consequence.

Manage (Information Security)
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MANAGE (2)
Figure top right:
Measures and management components
receive a flag regarding the
implementation status (recognizable in
the graphic by the colour border), with
which the progress in the
implementation/setup of the security
management components is also
graphically recognizable.

Figure bottom right:
Drilling down to individual elements of
the standard makes it clear at any time
which management components must
work together to achieve security goals.

Manage (Information Security)
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Areas of interest

The Areas of Interest are a
pragmatic summary of
management-components for
specific security topics.

Figure below:
Areas of interest defined in OPSAM

The model currently includes 24
areas of interest, which largely
cover all security issues.
With the stored management
components, the OPSAM user is
offered a benchmark option with
which their own organization can be
evaluated regarding these security
issues.

Areas of Interest
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Management components
Successful security management requires
a coordinated Integration of the various
management components. These are:

• Skills - Competencies and skills of
employees in security matters

• Culture - in particular the
behaviour and principles of the
employees / the organization with
regard to security-related aspects

• Processes - procedures that are
intended to ensure the desired
level of security through a
combination of various elements
• Tools - Tools and systems to
support and ensure security
• Organization - Existence and
functioning of all relevant units
that must be set up for security
• Information – Availability of
information relevant to control
security management
• Guidance - Guidelines and
framework for the organization
and their employees on security
issues

Management Components
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Management Comp. (2)
OPSAM currently includes a
reference model with around 250
identified managementcomponents (including 69 relevant
tool-categories that directly or
indirectly affect IT security).

Figure top right:
Tool category in OPSAM divided into
main categories

Figure below right:
Portfolio of management components in
OPSAM classified according to
implementation status (rating)

Management Components
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MeasureManagement
Measures are a central element in
OPSAM for improving security. Measures
are always defined in the various work
areas when improvements are required
regarding security and - as a consequence
- to management components.
Measurements have their origin in:

implementation will take place. The
priorities are to be defined, followed by
concrete planning and subsequent
monitoring of implementation.

Figure below:
Portfolio of measures with status and
priority

• Standards and norms (ISO, NIST,
NIS. …)
• ISMS
• Risk-Management
• Governance Requirements
• Audit and Reviews Insights
• Incident Management
• Continuous Improvement
Each measure identified is included in the
OPSAM measure portfolio. The first step
is to decide whether and when

Measure Management
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For the management of the measures
and their monitoring, a wide variety of
diagram types are available in which
status changes can be easily
incorporated.

A major advantage of OPSAM is that new
views for processing and monitoring
measures can be included quickly and
easily according to individual aspects.

Figure right:
Gantt chart of the measures being
implemented.

Measure Management
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Reviews/Audits
Each management component and
procedures/methods can be selected and
scheduled in OPSAM for a review or
audit.

Figure top right:
Selection of relevant components for
reviews or audits

Figure below right:
Components selected for reviews/audits
on a timeline with associated review and
audit reports

Reviews / Audits
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Continuous
improvement
Each management component and each
procedure can be assigned to the PDCA
portfolio in OPSAM and then run through
the Plan-Do-Act-Check cycle by defining
specific measures for it.

Figure top right:
Selection of relevant management
components for continuous improvement

Figure below right:
Plan-Do-Act-Check cycle with assigned
management components and relevant
measures

Continuous Improvement
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OPSAM – Benefits consideration

Enables complete
documentation for
all norms and
standards

Methodical
approach to
optimize securitystandards

Individual
requirements can
easily be taken into
account

Benefits consideration

Gaps in the security
area can be made
visible

Measures for the
secure
implementation of
the DSGVG can also
be stored

Tracking of measures
to increase security is
supported

The security
management process is
digitized by OPSAM
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Learn more about us
You want to learn more about how the OPSAM security framework can help you manage security?
Contact us for further explanations or a presentation.

Mag. Johann Maurer
johann.maurer@comparo.at
+43 664 4125205

Contact information

Mag. Robert Redl
robert.redl@comparo.at
+43 676 5010585
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